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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research are (1) to improve learning motivation through the implementation of time token of Arends model and multimedia, (2) to improve learning quality process through the implementation of time token of arends model and multimedia, (3) to improve speaking skill through the implementation of time token Arends and multimedia. The research subject is fifth grade students of public Primary School of 01 Sringin consists of 16 students. This research classroom action research (CAR) which conducted three cycles, each cycle consist of four phases, there are planning, action, observing, and reflecting. The data was collected by observation, interview, questionnaires, documentation and test. The data validity used data source triangulation and triangulation technique. The data was analyzed using interactive analysis. The result of this research showed that by using time token of Arends model and multimedia, those could improve learning motivation, quality process of learning and speaking skill.

Keyword: time token arends model, multimedia, learning motivation, quality process, speaking skill.

INTRODUCTION

Elementary school students must be given a strong foundation of speaking skill. A elementary school student is person who is easy to formed and instructed to become what teach wants, cultivation of speaking skill of elementary school students makes student communica easily in order to convey their ideas and their concepts and also easy to interact with environment in their surrounding. According to Slamet (2009: 32) someone who is own speaking skill will be more easy to convey their ideas or theirs concepts to the others, the efficacy can be seen when one of them who is asked to talk about comprehension of speake idea or concept. On the contrary, someone who has low speaking skill they will find difficult in conveying their concepts idea to other people. Speaking skill must be mastered by students elementary school because this skill is directly related to the entire process of student learning elementary school. Krismiarti (2012: 4) reveals that the students' achievement in learning process is determined by their speaking ability, students who unable to talk correctly and effectively, they find difficulties in participating learning activity for almost all subjects.
Based on the result of interview with teacher of 5th grade in SDN 01 Sringin on Monday, 22nd Februari 2016 obtained data that some students of 5th grade find difficulties in speaking. Many students who did not dare to convey their opinion related the subject which was studying. This statement was supported by the students’ score of speaking skill in the first semester, from 16 students only 6 students (37.5%) obtained exhaustive score and the rest that was 10 students (62.5%) students were not yet obtain exhaustive score. Exhaustive minimum score criterion that was decided by the school was greater than or equal to 70. The student only looked like as passive learner and only relied on teacher explanation (teacher centered) in learning process in the classroom. Besides of that, when teacher gave student question verbally, student’s face was bowed down and quiet, there were only few students who had courage to answer the question. The teacher also said that student motivation in joining study was still lack of participation. This matter was also supported by the result of students’ learning motivation questioner conducted on Thursday, 10th March 2016, the researcher obtained data that was only 7 students (43.75%) who had high learning motivation and the rest was 9 students (56.25%) who had lack of learning motivation.

Based on the result of observation on Thursday, 10th March 2016, it showed that students’ lack of speaking skill was caused by low quality of learning process; teachers did not apply an innovative teaching model yet. The implementation of innovative teaching model stimulates students’ interest and students’ active participation to convey their opinion. In addition, the implementation of learning media that attract student’s interest was still low. Besides of the factors stated above, there was other factor that impacted the students’ speaking skill. This factor was students’ motivation. It was revealed that students had low motivation to participate in learning process. Furthermore, this motivation is very importance possessed by student to make students be more active and participate more in learning. Suprijono (2015: 182) said that learning motivation that is internal motivation and external motivation for students who is learning is important to change their behavior so that student will be encouraged to be active in learning.

Motivation have very important role to succeed learning process in the classroom. According to Asrori (2009: 183) in general, a student who obtains high motivation, he or she will be able to reach the efficacy in learning process and in learning outcome. Based on that statement, it can be said that learning process that is related to students’ active participation in study is also influenced by students’ motivation. Student motivation in study has to be improved in order to change students’ behavior in learning process and it can change result of learning outcome.

Learning constraints stated above, can be overcome by using innovation activity. Students will be more encourage to confess their opinion if the teacher uses teaching model that appropriate with the improvement of students’ speaking skill. One of the teaching models that can be used to improve students speaking skill is Time Token Arends. Auliatisy (2014: 35) in their research state that Time Token Arends can be concluded that time token is one of alternative that is used to increase students participation in speaking class. According to Aqib (2015: 33) Time Token Arends is used to attract quiet students who do not speak at all and students who dominate conversation. There are no students who are in disadvantage, all students have same opportunity to convey their opinions.

Besides using teaching model, this research also uses multimedia. Sutirman (2013: 18) explained that multimedia is compilation of some information elements which can be text form, picture, voice, animation, and video. Implementing various media in the learning process is
expected to be able to improve the student's ability to learn the material given. Time token Arends and this multimedia are expected to be able to improve students' interest in subje lesson. Having interest, it enables students to ease understanding material and enhances student motivation so that they have personal willingness to speak and deliver idea confidently.

Based on the explanation above, it can be conclude that time token Arends an multimedia can improve learning motivation, learning process quality, and students' speaking ability in SDN 01 Sringin Jumantono Karanganyar academic year 2015/2016.

The purposes of this research are (1) to improve learning motivation by implement time token of Arends model and multimedia, (2) to improve learning quality process by implementing time token of Arends model and multimedia, (3) to improve speaking skill by implementing time token Arends and multimedia.

METHOD

Classroom action research was conducted in SDN 01 Sringin Jumantono Karanganyar academic year 2015 / 2016. Students of 5th grade in SDN 01 Sringin as subject research, all of them were 16 students which consisted of 9 male and 7 female. Data collection technique use observation, interview, performance test, documentation, and questioner. Triangulation technique and triangulation data were used to get data validity. Analysis interactive was used for analysis the data.

This research was done in three cycles; each cycle consisted of two meetings. Every cycle consists of four stages those: (1) planning, (2) execution of action (action), (3) observation and (4) reflecting the action (reflecting).

RESULTS

Based on the result of the study, it shows that time token arends and multimedia ca improve students' learning motivation, learning process quality and speaking skill. This research result consists of (1) learning process quality, (2) learning motivation, (3) mean score of speaking skill, and (4) classical exhaustiveness score of speaking skill.

1. The Result of Learning Process Quality

The result of mean score in students' learning process among cycles can be seen in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pretreatment Score</th>
<th>Score of Cycle I</th>
<th>Score of Cycle II</th>
<th>Score of Cycle III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2,19</td>
<td>3,02</td>
<td>3,41</td>
<td>3,78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54,75%</td>
<td>75,5%</td>
<td>85,25%</td>
<td>94,5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on data in tables 1 it can be seen that mean score of students learning process in pretreatment, cycle I, cycle II, and cycle III are always increase. Mean score of students learning process in pretreatment was only 2.19 in enough category and then it increased in cycle I became 3.02 it was in good category then it rose again in cycle II became 3.41 counted as good category and it rose again in cycle III became 3.78 counted in very good category.
2. The Result of Learning Motivation among Cycles

The result of data analysis on students' motivation questioner among the cycles can be seen in the following table:

Table 2. The Result of Students' Motivation in Cycle I, cycle II, cycle III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivation</th>
<th>Pretreatment</th>
<th>Cycle I</th>
<th>Cycle II</th>
<th>Cycle III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 2 above, it can be seen that there is a progression in students' learning motivation from pretreatment, cycle I, cycle II, and cycle III. In the pre-cycles students who had high learning motivation were 7 students, it rose in cycle I became 13 students, in the cycle II it rose and became 14 students, and in the cycle III it rose to 16 students.

3. Mean Score of Speaking Skill

Mean score of students' speaking skill among the cycles can be seen in this following table.

Table 3 The result mean score of students in pretreatment, Cycle I, Cycle II, and Cycle III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pretreatment</th>
<th>Cycle I</th>
<th>Cycle II</th>
<th>Cycle III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>63,125</td>
<td>70,125</td>
<td>77,25</td>
<td>79,75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on data in Table 3 above, it can be seen that mean score of students' speaking skill in pretreatment, cycle I, cycle II, and cycle III are always increasing. Mean score of students' speaking skill in pretreatment was only 63.125, then it rose in cycle I to be 70.125 and then rose again in cycle II to be 77.25 and it attained up to 79.75 in cycle III.

4. Result of Classical Exhaustiveness Percentage

Result of classical Complete Percentage in speaking skill can be seen in the following table.

Table 4 Result of classical Complete Classical Exhaustiveness in Pretreatment, Cycle I, and Cycle II, and cycle III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pretreatment</th>
<th>Cycle I</th>
<th>Cycle II</th>
<th>Cycle III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on data in Table 4 above, it can be seen that classical exhaustion percentage from pretreatment, cycle I, cycle II and cycle III are always increasing. Classical Exhaustiveness percentage in pretreatment was only 37.5% or 6 students, then it rose in cycle I to be 62.5% or 10 students, and then rose again in cycle II to be 75% or 12 students, and it achieved 87.5% or 14 students who attained Minimum Exhaustiveness Criteria.
DISCUSSION

Interview to the teacher was conducted before action research employed. Based on the result of interview, it indicated that there was problems at Indonesian subject specially in conversation. Students felt that it was difficult to convey their opinion and they did not have willing to ask to the teacher. The lack of students’ speaking skill was caused by learning process conducted in the classroom that was teacher still implemented direct method. Furthermore, the implementation of direct model, it makes students bored and saturated and also it does not yet make students courage in conversing. Teachers have plan to innovate in study but teachers is not yet studied and do not know about models study which is innovative. The lack of students speaking skill is also because students have low study motivation. Study Motivation is very influencing students in learning process. Because of that to overcome those problems researcher applies innovation model and media learning to increase the quality of study process, motivation to study and speaking skill.

Model of Time token Arends and multimedia are one of the trouble-shooting alternative. According to Huda (2013: 241) the excess model of Time Token Arends are: encourage students to increase their participation and initiative, avoiding clever students domination conversation or students who do not speak at all, assisting students to be active in study, improving speaking skill of students, train the students to state their opinion, make students to have a listening habit toward each other so they can give advice to each other, to teach students to respect opinion of others, to make students look for solution together with friends. Model of Time token arends will be applied with multimedia. According to Ariani and Haryanto (2010: 12) the advantages of multimedia are giving new experience to students, awakening student motivation because study is more interesting, helping students to comprehend a concept.

The Steps of Time Token Arends which is combined with multimedia hence it is applying in speaking learning as follows 1) explain the Lesson through slide of power point. Teachers explain the Lesson which is showed in slide of power point and explain how to react of some conditions 2) Forming of group for the discussion. Student formed into some groups to discuss regarding problems that are given by teacher 3) Displaying some issues in video of power point slide. Students listen carefully those problems that is displaying through video of power point slide 4) Every students get talk coupons around 30 second to answer the problems 5) Coupons are collected when they have been finished. After students speak their answer they give its coupon to the teacher 6) Every student have to used up its coupon by conversing. Student which does not yet used up its coupon have to use up its coupon until it used up by using it to participate on answering the event which is displaying in the monitor or react to their friend's opinion.

Based on action class research done in SD Negeri 01 Sringin, the researcher gets some data that in pre action average score of learning process is 54,75%, it rises up to 75,5% in cycle I, rises again until 85,25% in cycle II, and it becomes 94,5% in cycle III. The improvement of quality learning process is also because of the improvement of study motivation of the students and students speaking skill. Those are proven by the improvement of students who have high motivation to study it shows in pre action 43,75% or 7 students who have that high motivation, it rises in cycle I up to 81,25% or 13 students, in cycle II it becomes 87,5% or 14 students, and in cycle III it rises up to 100% or 16 students. Students' speaking skill also improve from pre action score that is only 37,5% or 6 students, rises up to 62,5% or 10 student in cycle I, it rises again 75% or 12 students in cycle II, and rises again up to 87,5% or 14 students in cycle III. But there are still 12,5% or 2 students who are not pass the standard score.
CONCLUSION
1. Motivation on study is increase. It can be seen from precycle data that is only 7 students (43.75%) have high motivation to study. It rises in cycle I to be 13 students (81.25%) the students who have high motivation on study are more increase in cycle II to be 14 students (87.5%), and in cycle III all students those are 16 students (100%) students have high motivation on study.

2. Learning quality is also increase. In pre action it is still in enough category about 2,19 or 54.75%. In cycle I learning quality process is increase to be 3,02 or 75.5%, it rises again up to 3,41 or 85.25% in cycle II, and rises to be 3,78 or 94.5% in cycle III.

3. Average score of students’ speaking skill is improve from pre action score 62,125 it rises to be 70,125 in cycle 1, rises again to be 77,25% in cycle II, and rises again up to 79,75% in cycle III. Passing grade of speaking skill is also improve, it can be seen in pre action that is only 37,5% or 6 students who pass. In cycle I becomes 62,5% or 10 students, in cycle II it is up to 75% or 12 students who pass and in cycle III it becomes 87.5% or 14 students.
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